[East German percentile values for newborn infants--1985 relation of age, parity, body weight and height of the mother and the birth weight of newborn infants].
Based on an analysis of very comprehensive data material multidimensional investigations on connections between age, parity, weight and height of mothers and birth weight of infants have been made. Maternal height as well as maternal weight have a considerable influence on birth weight of infants. At the same maternal height infant birth weight will rise in connection with the rise of maternal weight. Maternal age, parity and weight are correlated variables. The older a woman, the higher on average is not only her parity but at the same her weight, too. The rise of maternal weight per year in the statistic mean amounts to 401 g. Moreover, at the same age like primiparae second and subsequent parae are of higher weights so that partly maternal weight contains indirectly not only maternal age but also maternal parity. The following range of the influencing factors maternal height, weight, parity and age on birth weight can be given: 1. Height and weight as relatively equivalent factors, 2. parity and 3. age.